Good morning, Guttman!

Here’s what we discussed at our meeting this morning:

- We are eager to see the attendance flag information. OSE Advisors are ready to reach out to students.
- Charles reports that our students seem to be plugged in and are using resources. OSE is preparing another message to students. Once it goes out, you’ll be able to read it from our College coronavirus webpage.
- Remember to be in touch with Nicole Paige by noon today if you want to stop sending pre-tax dollars to your commuter plan.
- Please let Anastasia know if you have a fridge in your office that you want to be cleaned out. She’ll see to it.
- A number of us received comments from you expressing joy that we aren’t in the “Recalibration” pause. From what we’ve heard so far, our students are happy about it as well.
- As you can see below, the Guttman Atrium Greenhouse is practicing social distancing. Thanks again to Anastasia and her team. She says that when we return to campus, we’ll have to pick up our plants the way parents pick up kids from summer camp! I’m not quite sure what that means, but I think it is pretty funny nonetheless.
- Best wishes to all for a day when no urgent messages are needed. Tomorrow our meeting is at 10:00 a.m.; see you in an update soon after!